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Options 

In order to improve effectiveness at all levels, NEXEYA proposes a wide range of options to its LYNCEA products:

MT3, Multi-Touch Tactical Table, offers to maritime commanding centres up-to-date ergonomic and collaborative sys-
tem to analyse, decide and coordinate missions between naval forces. 
TDL available : L11,L16, L22, LINK Y.
LINK P is a secure HF or SATCOM tactical datalink that offers to countries the capacity to increase effectiveness by 
sharing tactical situation and access to C2 all over your EEZ.
LYNCEA MOBILE version makes the tactical situation available for an intervention team on a RHIB and has a chat and 
multimedia contents transfer capability.
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LYNCEA TRAINING offers a complete and realistic tactical environment for the LYNCEA operators thanks to TACSIM ad-
vanced tactical simulator and SIMCOM complete audio environment emulator. NEXEYA proposes scalable solutions going 
from light on-board easy deployable to exact replica simulator.

Vigilante Products Lyncea Products Lyncea Options

Vigilante
Civilian Ships
Federated and modular 
Mission System. Flexible 
interms of equipment choice 
for sensors. Efficient and 
affordable, provide clear 
nautical situation, display video 
or status to monitor ans detect 
threats like piracy.

Lyncea Patrol
OPV or Frigate lightly 
equipped
Federated and modular 
CMS. Flexible  in terms 
of equipment choice for 
sensors and effectors. 
Efficient and affordable, 
provide clear tactical 
situation, display video 
or status, send target 
designation. 

Lyncea Combat
OPV or Frigate heavily 
armed
Integrated CMS with full 
warm redundancy. Flexible 
in terms of equipment 
choice. More complex than 
Patrol release, it is also 
more expensive. Nexeya 
can provide CSI expertise 
on such programs.

MT3
Command centre or frigate
Innovative, intuitive and multi-user display 
that open up more effective approaches for 
mission planning and decision making.

Lyncea Mobile 
Police or Commando
Rugged tablet dedicated to RHIB. Provide 
tactical situation, chat, images and 
interception tools.

MT2
Civilian Centre
Innovative, intuitive on 
touchscreen display that 
increase capacities to manage 
and monitor a wide range of 
data and units.

Lyncea command
Command Centre
Provide to CMS Patrol 
or Combat class specific 
tools to help feadquarters 
to monitor and plan 
missions.
Flexible in termes of 
support this product 
needs LINK P option.

Lyncea Training
On-board or training centre
Provide navigation 
simulator for officer of 
the watch training (STW 
Standard).
Provide tactical simulator 
fo operationnal crew 
training.

Link P
Operation centre and vessels
TDL oh HF giving capacities to monitor larger 
areas and to coordinate assets. Provide 
TACSIC, freetext, C2.



Thanks to its weapon management and decision making 
tools, LYNCEA is multi-mission and efficient in various 
water warfare such as anti-surface and anti-submarine 
warfare, EEZ protection, Maritime or fisheries control, 
illegal trafficking, antipiracy, search & rescue... 

By providing an overall view of the area of interest, 
LYNCEA enhances the situation awareness, command & 
control and maximizes efficiency of sensors and weapons.

Based on a federated architecture, LYNCEA offers an  
affordable, flexible and upgradeable solution that can meet 
challenges of today but also tomorrow.
Designed for RHIB, speed boats, OPV and frigates, 
LYNCEA hardware is rugged and scalable to your needs 
from tablets to tactical multi-function consoles or Multi-
Touch Tactical Tables.

LYNCEA is an open and modular combat 
management system giving to OPV and frigates 
capacities to monitor and establish a common 
maritime picture between several units compiling local 
sensors and tactical datalinks.

Lyncea

Features
EASY SETUP: LYNCEA modular architecture can be adapted to any subsystem for 
easy on board integration (new building or retrofit).
INTUITIVE: The click & see intuitive user interface allows the operator to be 
multitasking and fully operative after a short-time training.
RUGGED: COMBAT proven, MIL-STD-810G and IP65

Applications
Anti-surface and anti-submarine warfare, survey of maritime zones, counter-piracy 
and counter-smuggling, SAR, SpeOps, environmental protection, fisheries control.

References 
LYNCEA is in service and combat proven on-board French Navy ships since 2009 
and setup on-board foreign Navies since 2014.

Services 
Expert in integration of complex systems, NEXEYA provides support to customers 
as Design Authority and System Integrator for small to medium-size.


